Chain parents ask school board to add third, fourth grades

Students would not transfer to WLC

BY ROBERT CLAUD

WAUPACA – A group of parents asked the Waupaca School Board to reconfigure the classes at Chain Elementary School to become a 4K through fourth-grade facility.

Currently, Chain students transfer to Waupaca Learning Center after second grade.

Nikki Vergauwen addressed the school board at its Feb. 9 meeting. She presented a petition signed by more than 90 people and was accompanied by about two dozen parents who support adding two more grades to the school.

"Let the second-grade students stay there for third grade and then fourth grade, and then go on to middle school," Vergauwen said. "All students expect to attend elementary, then middle, then high school. Having an additional move in the middle of elementary years is not good practice, according to research."

The parents’ group presented data to the board showing Chain students consistently score higher than WLC students on the same exams they take in third grade. They attribute the higher scores in large part to less overcrowding at WLC.

Vergauwen noted there are eight empty classrooms at the Chain while there is only one floor in WLC.

"This change would not only benefit our children and our families, it would be a huge benefit to WLC, as well," Vergauwen said.

Vergauwen noted the Chain has less than 140 students, while WLC has approximately 350 students, with an expected graduation rate of 85 percent.

"The Chain has significantly fewer students. The Chain students perform better and our families, it would only benefit our children," Vergauwen said.
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Thinking inside a Box

Foundry in a Box takes students inside the workplace

By Debra Weisert
MANAWA SCHOOL DISTRICT

MANAWA — Students at Little Wolf Junior/Senior High School recently were presented with an unfor-

Manawa with a field trip experience away from the classroom. There will be con-

reaxxion offers students a way to con-

scape. The event kicks off on Feb. 21 at noon with “Ride with the Vex,” which of-

ment the Manawa community and school staff bring to the School District of

Aaron Forney, seventh grader, perfects his key, at the grinding

The thrill of the racing on ice

Student brings snowmobiles to school

By Jane Myhra

MANAWA — The thrill and excitement of snowmobile racing came to life recently when the Waupaca Foundry intro-

Fourth graders gathered outside the Manawa Community School to see the various snowmobiles available for racing. Jan Myhre-Pace

Zander to reign over Manawa Snodeo

Event set for Feb. 19-21

MANAWA — Reigning over the ninth annual Manawa Snows, Feb. 20-21, on Bear Lake are Princess Kaaside Zander, Queen Carol Zander and Princess Harmony Rose. This
two-day event, organized by Fox Valley Technical College, Symms Thorsen and Manawa High School, will feature rou-

Coach Chancellor to bring his experience to the program and a new view into the life in a Box experience. Submitted Photos

Jeremy Grimm, seventh grader, listens intently to direc-

tions in making his horseshoe during the Foundry in a Box experience. Submitted Photos

“it was really fun, and we were surprised to learn that if roses grow in Heaven Lord, please pick a
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